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• Grab Tab – Click arrow to open/close 
Control Panel. 

• Muted

• View in Fullscreen mode

• Raise Hand – When vocal 
questions/comments are allowed, please 
select the hand icon to get the presenter’s 
attention. A red arrow means your hand is 
raised.

• Handouts – when available, you are now 
able to download handout materials from 
this pane.

Audio PIN:  #

• Audio pane – Select audio format.  
Select Telephone or Mic & Speakers 
devices.  When using telephone, be 
sure to use your pin number (located 
here).

• Questions pane – If turned on by an 
organizer, attendees can submit 
questions and review answers. 
Broadcast messages to attendees will 
also show here.

− Type your question and click 
Send to submit it to the 
organizer

ATTENDEE CONTROL PANEL
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The bastion of science, education 
and quality for the individual 

practicing cardiologist 

The premier source for 
CV organizational 

performance solutions

BETTER TOGETHER 

CV 
PROFESSIONALS

52,000+

CV
ORGANIZATIONS

400+
ONE PROFESSIONAL 

HOME
for the entire 

cardiovascular team
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Mission: To transform 
cardiovascular care 
and improve heart 
health

Vision: A world where 
knowledge and innovation 
optimize cardiovascular 
care and improve outcomes

+

SHARED MISSION AND VISION 
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Environmental Update

Operations from the trenches

Clinical update – learning from our colleagues

Financial considerations

AGENDA
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A SUBTLE BEGINNING? 
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February 27, 2020
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A GLOBAL PANDEMIC
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March 18, 2020
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HOW IS THE US TRACKING?
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Italy USA CA
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WHERE IS THE CURVE? 
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HOW FAST…
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IMPACT IN US
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IS YOUR CLINIC COVID READY?

Play book
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Outpatient imaging

Safety in the office: masks, n95, gowns

Screening

Clinic visits

Social distancing vs clinic closures

OPERATIONS
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Hospital staffing changes 

How are you triaging cases

How are you defining “elective”

How are you handling you current CV patient panels

Biggest challenge last 7 days

WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
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Virtual phone visits

Telehealth visits

E-Clinical

INITIAL CLINIC FLOW CHANGES
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Can reduce or waive co-pays

Services can be for any patient

Waived established patient requirement

Can use phones – BUT must have audio and video

Site of origin – does not need to be clinic
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KEY EXCEPTIONS RELEASED 3/17: CMS
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In 48 hours or less

Webcast – Friday 3/20  5 pm ET

CMS and private payor updates, code reviews, 
documentation requirements

SETTING UP YOUR TELEHEALTH
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Exposed but non-symptomatic care giver

Not exposed but symptomatic

High risk or immunocompromised 

Testing availability

WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
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Staff management: Staff issues– daycare, elder care, self-care

Optimizing operations 

Addressing physician, APP, and staff compensation

Patient schedules vs clinical demands vs resource availability

FINANCIAL 
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What have we learned from Italy and China

CLINICAL 

Ace and ARB thoughts

Mechanisms underlying troponin elevation

Mechanisms underlying elevation of natriuretic peptides 
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What testing for patients with acute myocardial injury

CLINICAL 

Role for antithrombotic

Statin therapy in acute viral infections

Most common drug-drug interaction
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MedAxiom Virtual           
Services Tool

UW Medicine COVID-19 
Resource Hub

ACC COVID-19 Clinical 
Guidance for the CV Care 
Team

Pre-Screen for COVID-19 with 
Better Consult

Key Resources:  

COVID-19 RESOURCES FOR CV 
ORGANIZATIONS

COVID-19 Hub

MedAxiom.com/COVID19 ACC.org/COVID19

https://www.medaxiom.com/resource-center/value-reimbursement-and-population-health/medaxiom-virtual-services-tool/%3Fback=ResourceCenter&lpct=MjYuYS4yMDIwLTAzLTE3
https://www.uwmedicine.org/coronavirus
https://www.acc.org/latest-in-cardiology/features/~/media/Non-Clinical/Files-PDFs-Excel-MS-Word-etc/2020/02/S20028-ACC-Clinical-Bulletin-Coronavirus.pdf
https://grow.healthsharedigital.com/bc-us-bookdemo
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Q&A
24
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JOIN US FRIDAY FOR PART 2
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Several commercial payers following suit.

Telehealth waiver will be effective until the PHE declared by the 
Secretary of HHS.

Qualified providers should inform their patients that services are 
available via telehealth.

Services onsite via video or through a window are not reported as 
telehealth.

Friday, March 13, President Trump announced the lifting of 
restrictions on telehealth – CMS provided guidance March 17th.

Not limited to patients only with COVID-19

GENERAL INFORMATION
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CHANGING NETXTGEN
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MAKING IT EASY…
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The secretary should have already checked in the visit so you should see the 
encounter date on the History Bar.  The Visit Type will say Phone 
Consultation.  Click on the HomePage template.  Next to the HomePage 
template is a tab called “Phone Consultation”.  Click on this tab. 
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DOCUMENTATION TEMPLATE
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CHANGING EPIC
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1 2 3

Individual receiving the 
service must be located 
@ telehealth originating 
site – rural area and in a 
medical facility
CMS Waiver = All 
settings including the pts 
home.

CMS “approved” list of 
telehealth services

CMS Waiver = these 
services may be 
provided to patients by 
professionals regardless 
of patient location.

The service must be 
furnished by a physician 
or authorized practitioner

This is not changed by 
the waiver. 

Originating Site Services Qualified Providers

CMS TELEHEALTH GUIDELINES

31

What We Know? 
What Has Changed? 
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1 2 3

Service must be furnished to 
an eligible telehealth individual 
– established relationship.

CMS Waiver = a policy of 
“enforcement discretion”. 

HHS will not conduct audits to 
ensure that such a prior 
relationship existed for claims 
submitted during this public 
health emergency.

Service must be furnished via an 
audio and video interactive tele-
communication systems.

CMS Waiver = authorize use of 
telephones that have audio and 
video capabilities.

HHS will exercise enforcement 
discretion and waive penalties for 
HIPAA violations to serve patients in 
good faith through everyday 
communications technologies 
(Facetime and Skype)

Services are described by 
HCPCS codes and paid under 
the Physician Fee Schedule.

Medicare uses the facility 
payment rate when services 
are furnished via telehealth.

CMS Waiver = flexibility to 
reduce or waive cost-sharing 
for telehealth visits paid by 
federal healthcare programs.  

Eligible Beneficiary Communication Reimbursement

CMS TELEHEALTH GUIDELINES
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What We Know? 
What Has Changed? 
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ü GT – Via Interactive Audio and Video 
Telecommunications systems (CAH)

ü GQ – Via Asynchronous Telecommunications 
system (Hawaii and Alaska)

ü 95 – Synchronous Telemedicine Service 
Rendered Via a Real-Time Interactive Audio and 
Video Telecommunications system (report only 
with codes from Appendix P)

ü G0 – Telehealth services for diagnosis, 
evaluation, or treatment, of symptoms of an 
acute stroke

ü 02 – Telehealth – The location where 
health services and health related 
services are provided or received, 
through a telecommunication system. 

(*Note: This Telehealth POS code does not 
apply to Originating Site facilities billing a 
facility fee.) 

Modifiers Place of Service (POS)

MODFIERS AND POS
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ORIGINATING SITE
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Q3014 – Telehealth 
originating site facility fee
In a health care facility (even if the 
facility is not in a rural area, etc.) 
and receives a service via 
telehealth, the health care facility 
would only be eligible to bill for the 
originating site facility fee.

2020 Fee Schedule $26.65

CMS Waiver 
FAQ
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1 2 3

Brief communication technology-
based service, e.g. virtual check-
in, by a physician or other 
qualified health care 
professional who can report 
evaluation and management 
services

No frequency limits
National CMS = $15 (non-facility) 
(wRVU 0.25)

• Established patient only

• Not originating from a related 
EM service provided within the 
previous 7 days or leading to an 
EM/service in 24 hours

• Require patient consent prior to 
performing and billing the 
service

• Not limited to only rural areas or 
certain locations.

ü Several communication 
technology modalities, such as 
audio/video, secure text 
messaging, email, or use of a 
patient portal.

ü Telephone calls that involve 
only clinical staff cannot be 
billed.

ü Generally pt. initiated by 
providers can education on 
availability. 

G2012 GUIDANCE CMS Information

VIRTUAL CHECK-IN

35

No Published 
changes as of 

3/17/2020
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WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT E-VISIT CODES

• Non-face-to-face “patient-initiated digital communications that require a clinical decision 
that otherwise typically would have been provided in the office.” 

• Intended to cover short-term (“up to seven days”) evaluations and assessments that are 
conducted online or via some other digital platform, and likely also include any 
associated interpretation and clinical decision making.

• 99421-99423 are reserved for physicians and other healthcare practitioners that can 
directly bill Medicare E/M codes

• G2061, G2062, and G2063 for non-physician practitioners who are unable to bill E/M 
services. CMS physical therapists, occupational therapists, speech language 
pathologists, clinical psychologists

• No further classification from CMS – limited due to platform and patient initiation
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Provider reviews the initial patient inquiry, medical history, documents sent by the patient 
and/or obtained by clinical staff. 

Assess medical condition described in the patient query. Formulate and sends response (eg, 
a diagnosis and treatment plan and/or request for additional information). Review test results 
and other reports. Email prescriptions. Conduct follow-up communication with the patient. 

Interact with clinical staff to order diagnostic tests, coordinate care, and implement the 
care plan. 

Complete medical record documentation of all communications and time.

A 75-year-old female with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and congestive 
heart failure (CHF) submits an online query through her physician’s EHR portal about 
worsening shortness of breath and mild weight gain. 

Provides necessary care coordination, etc.

EXAMPLE

37
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Interprofessional 
telephone/Internet/electronic 
health record assessment and 
management service provided by 
a consultative physician, 
including a written report to the 
patient's treating/requesting 
physician or other qualified health 
care professional, 5 minutes or 
more of medical consultative 
time

National CMS = $37 (wRVU 0.70)

30 minutes or more of medical 
consultative time

Reported for 16-30 minutes of service 
on a single date for time If the time 
spent exceeds 30 minutes, the 
treating/ requesting physician/QHP 
may report the appropriate prolonged 
service codes (99354-99359)

National CMS = $37 (wRVU 0.70)

• Multiple telephone and/or internet 
contact needed to complete the 
consultation (e.g., test result(s) 
follow-up) 

• New or established pt with new 
problem or exacerbation of existing 
problem and not seen within the 
last 14 days 

• Review of pertinent lab, imaging 
and/or pathology studies, medical 
records, medications 

• Consent Required

99451 99452 AMA CPT® - Includes 

Includes Verbal and written reports from the consultant to the requesting provider. 
Reporting is time-based and time is cumulative if more than one contact is required to complete 

the consultation request.

PROVIDER-TO-PROVIDER

38

No Published 
changes as of 

3/16/2020

eConsult allows a provider-to-provider consultation.
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Verbal patient consent obtained and documented. 

A physician or QHCP (APP, NP, PA, etc.) returns a 
call to a patient lasting 5-10 minutes.  

Documentation by the physician or QHCP supports 
time, context and is authenticated by the provider. 

Intent - "check-ins" that do not last more than a few 
minutes.

EXAMPLE

39
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Verbal patient consent obtained and documented. 

A physician or QHCP (APP, NP, PA, etc.) returns a call to a patient 
lasting 5-10 minutes.  

Documentation by the physician or QHCP supports time, context and 
is authenticated by the provider.

Intent - "check-ins" that do not last more than a few minutes.

EXAMPLE 
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